This book arms language arts teachers with the lessons, strategies, and foundational knowledge they need to resolve older students' reading difficulties and increase their chances for academic success. Ideal for use with struggling readers in Grades 6-8 (though these strategies would benefit older students with reading difficulties as well), this book clearly lays out the fundamentals of effective teaching for adolescents with reading difficulties.

To find out more about this great book and to order a copy: https://bit.ly/2WhakKL (20% Discount Code from Brookes Publishing: ADE2021)

The ADE ELA Team Presents
SECONDARY ELA BOOK STUDY

**Effective Instruction for Middle School Students with Reading Difficulties**
by C. Denton, S. Vaughn, J. Wexler, D. Bryan, and D. Reed

**Updated Dates/Chapters:**
- 9/2 Intro and Chapter 1 "A Schoolwide Approach to Reading Intervention"
- NO MEETING 9/9
- 9/16 Chapters 2-4 "Assessment"
- 9/23 Chapters 5-6 "Effective Instruction"
- 9/30 Chapter 7 "Comprehension" (1st half of chapter)
- NO MEETING 10/7
- 10/14 Chapter 7 "Comprehension" (rest of chapter)
- 10/21 Chapter 8 "Vocabulary" (1st half of chapter)
- 10/28 Chapter 8 "Vocabulary" (rest of chapter)
- 11/4 Chapter 9 "Fluency"
- 11/18 Chapter 10 "Word Recognition"

**Book Study Details:**
- Virtual book chats will take place over 9 Thursdays starting 9/2 through 11/4 (no book study on 9/9, 10/7, or 11/11).
- 4:30-5:30 MST
- All participants must register in the ADE EMS system to receive credit - each session is offered individually.
- All participants who register in EMS, read their chapter(s), and attend the book study will be given 2-hours PD credit. (For a total of 18 hours of PD!)

Register on ADE EMS https://bit.ly/3fs9Ybb